
MULTISELECTOR PRO
4x1 Instrument Switcher

The new standard in high performance switching.

MULTISELECTOR 4X 
Four in, to one out. 
bidirectional switcher.

The MultiSelector PRO is a state of the art unidirectional 4-to-1 
instrument switcher incorporating innovative features sought 
after by touring professionals. The MultiSelector PRO allows  
selection of any 1 of 4 inputs to a single output. Each of the four 
inputs is electronically buffered with a 1 MegOhm input imped-
ance which emulates a proper amplifier load and prevents any 

degradation to the instrument’s tone. Signals pass through the 
MultiSelector PRO transparently, with no coloration and the 
digitally controlled optical switching is completely silent.  We’ve 
also included a tuner output on the front and rear. All three non-
active inputs are routed to the tuner outputs so a guitar tech can 
tune any instrument in a non active channel without unplugging it.

New Product
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The MultiSelector AMP is a state of the art unidirectional 1-to-4 
instrument amp switcher that silently switches one instrument to 
multiple amps, with complete isolation between amplifiers. The 
input is electronically buffered with a 1MegOhm input imped-

ance, which emulates a proper amplifier load and prevents any 
degradation to the instrument’s tone. The signal passes through 
the MultiSelector AMP transparently, with no coloration and the 
digitally controlled optical switching is completely silent. 

MULTISELECTOR AMP
1x4 Amplifier Switcher

New Product

PRO4XR remote works with the MultiSelector PRO and 4X only.  MLTSELAMPR remote works with the MultiSelector AMP only.

The Legendary 

SELECTOR A/B BOX
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To check out our full line of SELECTORS, visit us          whirlwindusa.com
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MULTISELECTOR REMOTE 
The optional MultiSelector REMOTE “stomp box” style 
footswitches contains four switches that remotely  
control the switching functions of the rack mount units 
using a regular 3-pin XLR microphone cable. A unique, 
proprietary communication protocol ensures reliable 
switching with mic cables up to 100 feet long.

WT2000 
Chromatic Tuner 
(not included).


